Bioenergetics: the evolution of molecular mechanisms and the development of bioenergetic concepts.
Possible routes for the evolution of cell energetics are considered. It is assumed that u.v. light was the primary energy source for the precursors of the primordial living cell and that primitive energetics might have been based on the use of the adenine moiety of ADP as the u.v. chromophore. It is proposed that the excitation of the adenine residue facilitated phosphorylation of its amino group with subsequent transfer of a phosphoryl group to the terminal phosphate of ADP to form ATP. ATP-driven carbohydrate synthesis is considered as a mechanism for storing u.v.-derived energy, which was then used in the dark. Glycolysis presumably produced compounds like ethanol and CO2, which easily penetrate the membrane and therefore were lost by the cell. Later lactate-producing glycolysis appeared, the end product being non-penetrant and, hence, retained inside the cell to be utilized to regenerate carbohydrates when light energy became available. Production of lactate was accompanied by accumulation of equimolar H+. To avoid acidification of the cell interior, an F0-type H+ channel was employed. Later it was supplemented with F1. This allowed the ATP energy to be used for 'uphill' H+ pumping to the medium, which was acidified due to glycolytic activity of the cells. In the subsequent course of evolution, u.v. light was replaced by visible light, which has lower energy but is less dangerous for the cell. It is assumed that bacteriorhodopsin, a simple and very stable light-driven H+ pump which still exists in halophilic and thermophilic Archaea, was the primary system utilizing visible light. The delta mu-H+ formed was used to reverse the H(+)-ATPase, which began to function as H(+)-ATP-synthase. Later, bacteriorhodopsin photosynthesis was substituted by a more efficient chlorophyll photosynthesis, producing not only ATP, but also carbohydrates. O2, a side product of this process, was consumed by the H(+)-motive respiratory chain to form delta mu-H+ in the dark. At the next stage of evolution, a parallel energy-transducing mechanism appeared which employed Na+ instead of H+ as the coupling ion (the Na+ cycle).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)